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Metuia Project
Professional Role

- Why do we need occupational therapists in the society?
- Antonio Gramsci – Organic Intellectual
- Franco and Franca Basaglia: put the disease in brackets and to face the real demand
Experiences

METUIA, since 1998 (Denise Dias Barros, Roseli Esquerdo Lopes, Sandra Galheigo) – Research, Teaching and “Extension activities” – Community Based-Project.

Federal University of Sao Carlos – METUIA Experiences
Planning and management: Putting youth on the public agenda
Network: Facilitating professional engagement through an intersectoral approach
Caravan of Rights

Right Bridge
Teachers Activity
Teachers Activity
Playful Political Conference
Playful Political Conference
Political dimension as a resource in Occupational Therapy

What makes occupational therapy contextually responsive and relevant?

Social contextualized care

Antonio Gramsci – Organic Intellectual
To understand and try to answer the real demands of people, to offer a contribution contextualized in social life and in inequalities and injustices that we life in this world, in a stronger way nowadays; we can discuss about responsive and relevant intervention in occupational therapy.

We hope we can apply our knowledge to promote more political actions, more social contextualized answers, showing our relevance and responsive intervention as professionals.
Obrigada!

Thank you!

anamalfitano@ufscar.br